
2.6. SPECIFICATION OF A RELATIONAL DICTIONARY DEFINITION LANGUAGE (DDL2)

Table 2.6.5.1. Relationships defined by _item_related.function_code

Code Meaning

alternate The item identified in _item_related.

related_name is an alternative expression
in terms of its application and attributes to
the item in this definition

alternate_exclusive The item identified in _item_related.

related_name is an alternative expression
in terms of its application and attributes to
the item in this definition; only one of the
alternative forms may be specified

convention The item identified in _item_related.

related_name differs from the defined
item only in terms of a convention in its
expression

conversion_constant The item identified in _item_related.

related_name differs from the defined
item only by a known constant

conversion_arbitrary The item identified in _item_related.

related_name differs from the defined
item only by an arbitrary constant

replaces The defined item replaces the item identified
in _item_related.related_name

replacedby The defined item is replaced by the item
identified in _item_related.related_

name

associated_value The item identified in _item_related.

related_name is meaningful when
associated with the defined item

associated_esd The item identified in _item_related.

related_name is the standard uncertainty
(estimated standard deviation) of the
defined item

Example 2.6.5.4 illustrates the definition of a pair of mmCIF
categories, CITATION and CITATION_AUTHOR, which share a com-
mon data item, _citation.id. This example illustrates how an
item that occurs in multiple categories may be defined. In the
case of the citation identifier, _citation.id, the ITEM category
is preceded by a loop_ directive and within this loop all of the
definitions of the citation identifier are listed. For instance, the
citation identifier is also an item in category CITATION_AUTHOR,
where it has the item name _citation_author.citation_id. For
conformity with the manner in which the core CIF dictionary
has been organized, a skeleton definition of the child data item
_citation_author.citation_id has been included in the dictio-
nary. In fact, this skeleton definition is formally unnecessary.

As a matter of style, the mmCIF dictionary generally defines
all of the instances of a data item within the parent defini-
tion. Items that are related to the parent definition are also
listed in the ITEM_LINKED category. The repetition of a data
item in multiple categories gives rise to parent–child relationships
between such definitions. These relationships are stored in the
ITEM_LINKED category. In Example 2.6.5.4, this category stores
the list of data items that are children of the citation identifier
_citation.id. These include _citation_author.citation_id,
_citation_editor.citation_id and _software.citation_id.

2.6.6. Detailed DDL2 specifications

DDL2 is presented here (Chapter 4.10) in the form of a dictio-
nary that is defined in terms of its own definitional elements. This
self-consistent description not only provides a prototype for other
application dictionaries, but also provides a mechanism by which

Example 2.6.5.3. Definition of an mmCIF category.

save_CELL
_category.description

; Data items in the CELL category record details
about the crystallographic cell parameters.

;
_category.id cell
_category.mandatory_code no
_category_key.name ’_cell.entry_id’
loop_
_category_group.id ’inclusive_group’

’cell_group’
_category_examples.detail

# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
;
Example 1 - based on PDB entry 5HVP and laboratory

records for the structure corresponding
to PDB entry 5HVP

;
_category_examples.case

;
_cell.entry_id ’5HVP’
_cell.length_a 58.39
_cell.length_a_esd 0.05
_cell.length_b 86.70
_cell.length_b_esd 0.12
_cell.length_c 46.27
_cell.length_c_esd 0.06
_cell.angle_alpha 90.00
_cell.angle_beta 90.00
_cell.angle_gamma 90.00
_cell.volume 234237
_cell.details

; The cell parameters were refined every twenty
frames during data integration. The cell
lengths given are the mean of 55 such
refinements; the esds given are the root mean
square deviations of these 55 observations
from that mean.

;
;
save_

the consistency and relational integrity of the DDL data model
can be independently verified. DDL2 defines a relatively simple
set of organizational elements including data blocks, categories,
category groups, subcategories and items. Data dictionaries (e.g.
mmCIF) apply these elements provided by the DDL to describe
the knowledge base of an application domain. The following sec-
tions provide detailed specifications of each definitional element
of DDL2.

2.6.6.1. DDL2 definitions describing data items

In this section, the DDL2 categories that describe the properties
of data items are presented. Figs 2.6.4.1 and 2.6.4.2 illustrate the
organization of definitional elements in these categories.

2.6.6.1.1. ITEM

The category named ITEM is used to assign membership of data
items to categories. This category forms the bridge between the
category and data-item levels of abstraction. The key data item
in this category is the full data-item name, _item.name. This
name contains both the category and data-item identifiers, and
is thus a unique identifier for the data item. The category identi-
fier, _item.category_id, is included in this category as a separate
mandatory data item. This has been done to provide an explicit
reference to those categories that use the category identifier as a
unique identifier.

One could alternatively use the category and item identifiers as
the basis for this category rather than the concatenated form of the
item name, and thus eliminate the redundant specification of the
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Example 2.6.5.4. Related categories linked by parent–child rela-
tionships.

save_CITATION
_category.description
; Data items in the CITATION category record details

about the literature cited as being relevant to
the contents of the data block.

;
_category.id citation
_category.mandatory_code no
_category_key.name ’_citation.id’
loop_ _category_group.id ’inclusive_group’

’citation_group’
# --------- abbreviated definition ----------
save_

save_ _citation.id
_item_description.description

; The value of _citation.id must uniquely identify a
record in the CITATION list. The _citation.id
’primary’ should be used to indicate the citation
that the author(s) consider to be the most
pertinent to the contents of the data block.

;
loop_ _item.name

_item.category_id
_item.mandatory_code

’_citation.id’ citation yes
’_citation_author.citation_id’ citation_author yes
’_citation_editor.citation_id’ citation_editor yes
’_software.citation_id’ software yes
_item_aliases.alias_name ’_citation_id’
_item_aliases.dictionary cif_core.dic
_item_aliases.version 2.0.1
loop_ _item_linked.child_name

_item_linked.parent_name
’_citation_author.citation_id’ ’_citation.id’
’_citation_editor.citation_id’ ’_citation.id’
’_software.citation_id’ ’_citation.id’
_item_type.code code
loop_ _item_examples.case ’primary’ ’1’ ’2’

save_

save_CITATION_AUTHOR
_category.description
; Data items in the CITATION_AUTHOR category record

details about the authors associated with the
citations in the CITATION list.

;
_category.id citation_author
_category.mandatory_code no
loop_

_category_key.name ’_citation_author.citation_id’
’_citation_author.name’

loop_ _category_group.id ’inclusive_group’
’citation_group’

# --------- abbreviated definition ----------
save_

save_ _citation_author.citation_id
_item_description.description
; This data item is a pointer to _citation.id in the

CITATION category.
;
_item.name ’_citation_author.citation_id’
_item.mandatory_code yes
_item_aliases.alias_name

’_citation_author_citation_id’
_item_aliases.dictionary cif_core.dic
_item_aliases.version 2.0.1
save_

category identifier. The full name has been used here in order to
provide compatibility with existing applications.

The item category also includes a code to indicate whether
a data item is mandatory in a category and therefore must
be included in any tuple of items in the category. This code,
_item.mandatory_code, may have three values: yes, no and
implicit. This last named value indicates that the item is manda-

tory, but that the value of this item may be derived from the con-
text. In the case of an item name or a category identifier, these
values can be obtained from the current save-frame name. Implicit
specification dramatically simplifies the appearance of each dictio-
nary definition because it avoids the repeated declaration of item
names and category identifiers that are basis components or the
unique identifiers for most categories.

Although the data item _item.name is the basis for all of
the item-level categories, its definition and properties need only
be specified at a single point. Here, the data items that occur
in multiple categories are defined only in the parent cate-
gory. In certain situations, a child data item may be used in
a manner which requires a description distinct from the par-
ent data item. For instance, _item_linked.parent_name and
_item_linked.child_name are both data-item names as well as
children of _item.name, but clearly the manner in which these
items are used in the ITEM_LINKED category requires additional
description. It is important to note that although the design of this
DDL supports the definition of data items in multiple categories
within the parent category, it is also possible to provide separate
complete definitions within each category.

2.6.6.1.2. ITEM ALIASES

The DDL category ITEM_ALIASES defines the alias names
that can be substituted for a data-item name. The alias mech-
anism also provides a means of identifying items by names
other than those that follow the naming conventions used in
this DDL. This feature should be used primarily to guarantee
the stability of names defined in previously published dictionar-
ies. The items _item_aliases.name, _item_aliases.dictionary
and _item_aliases.version form the key for this category. The
items _item_aliases.dictionary and _item_aliases.version

are provided to distinguish between dictionaries and different ver-
sions of the same dictionary. Any number of unique alias names
can be defined for a data item.

2.6.6.1.3. ITEM DEFAULT

The DDL category ITEM_DEFAULT holds default values assigned
to data items. Default data values are specified in item
_item_default.value. Default values are assigned to data items
that are not declared within a category. The key item for this cat-
egory, _item_default.name, is a child of _item.name. A single
default value may be specified for a data item.

2.6.6.1.4. ITEM DEPENDENT

The ITEM_DEPENDENT category defines dependency relation-
ships among data items within a category. Each data item on
which a particular data item depends is specified as an item
_item_dependent.dependent_name. For a data item to be consid-
ered completely defined, each of its dependent data items must also
be specified.

2.6.6.1.5. ITEM DESCRIPTION

The DDL category ITEM_DESCRIPTION holds a descrip-
tion for each data item. The key item for this category is
_item_description.name, which is defined in the parent cate-
gory ITEM. The text of the item description is held by data item
_item_description.description. A single description may be
provided for each data item.
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2.6.6.1.6. ITEM ENUMERATION

The DDL category ITEM_ENUMERATION holds lists of permis-
sible values for a data item. Each enumerated value is spec-
ified in item _item_enumeration.value, each of which may
have an associated description item _item_enumeration.detail.
The combination of items _item_enumeration.name and
_item_enumeration.value form the key for this category. The
parent definition of the former item is defined in the category
ITEM. Multiple unique enumeration values may be specified for
each data item.

2.6.6.1.7. ITEM EXAMPLES

The DDL category ITEM_EXAMPLES is provided to hold exam-
ples associated with individual data items. An example specifica-
tion consists of the text of the example, _item_examples.case,
and an optional comment item, _item_examples.detail, which
can be used to qualify the example. Multiple examples may be
provided for each item.

2.6.6.1.8. ITEM LINKED

The ITEM_LINKED category defines parent–child relationships
between data items. This provides the mechanism for specifying
the relationships between data items that may exist in multiple cat-
egories. Link relationships are most commonly defined between
key items, which form the keys for many different categories.

In the DDL definition, all child relationships are expressed
within the parent category.

Because the item _item_linked.parent_name has been defined
as an implicit item, the child relationships can be specified most
economically in the parent category where the parent item name
can be automatically inferred. If link relationships are specified in
a child category, then both parent and child item names must be
specified.

Both parent and child item names in this category are children of
_item.name, which ensures that all link relationships can be prop-
erly resolved. However, it is possible to define cyclical link rela-
tionships within this category. Any implementation of this DDL
category should include a method to check for the existence of
such pathological cases.

2.6.6.1.9. ITEM METHODS

The ITEM_METHODS category is used to associate method iden-
tifiers with data items. Any number of unique method identifiers
may be associated with a data item. The method identifiers refer-
ence the full method definitions in the parent METHOD_LIST cate-
gory.

2.6.6.1.10. ITEM RANGE

The ITEM_RANGE category defines a restricted range of per-
missible values for a data item. The restrictions are specified
as one or more sets of the items _item_range.minimum and
_item_range.maximum. These items give the lower and upper
bounds for a permissible range. To specify that an item value may
be equal to the upper or lower bound or a range, the minimum and
maximum values of the range are equated. The special STAR value
indicating that a data value is not appropriate (denoted by a period,
‘.’) can be used to avoid expressing an upper or lower bound value.
When limits are applied to character data, comparisons are made
following the collating sequence of the character set. When lim-
its are applied to abstract data types, methods must be provided to

define any comparison operations that must be performed to check
the boundary conditions.

2.6.6.1.11. ITEM RELATED

The ITEM_RELATED category describes specific relationships
that exist between data items. These relationships are dis-
tinct from the parent–child relationships that are expressed
in the category. The related item is identified as the item
_item_related.related_name that is a child of _item.name.

Item relationships defined by _item_related.function_code

in this category include some of the following (Table 2.6.5.1): an
item is related to another item by a conversion factor; an item is
a replacement for another item; an item is replaced by another
item; an item is an alternative expression of an item; items which
differ only in some convention of their expression; and items
which express a set of related characteristics. One can also iden-
tify whether the declaration of an item is mutually exclusive with
its alternative item. Multiple related items can be associated with
each data item and multiple relationship codes can be specified for
each related item.

2.6.6.1.12. ITEM STRUCTURE

The ITEM_STRUCTURE category holds a code which iden-
tifies a structure definition that is associated with a data
item. A structure in this context is a reusable matrix or vec-
tor definition declared in category ITEM_STRUCTURE_LIST.
The data item _item_structure.code is a child of the item
_item_structure_list.code. The item _item_structure.code

provides an indirect reference into the list of structure-
type definitions in category ITEM_STRUCTURE_LIST. The
_item_structure.organization item describes the row/column
precedence of the matrix organization.

2.6.6.1.13. ITEM STRUCTURE LIST

The ITEM_STRUCTURE_LIST category holds definitions of matri-
ces and vectors that can be associated with data items. A com-
ponent of the key for this category is _item_type_list.code,
which is referenced by _item_structure.code to assign a struc-
ture type to a data item. The definition of a structure involves
the specification of a length for each dimension of the matrix
structure. The combination of items _item_structure_list.code
and _item_structure_list.index forms the key for this cat-
egory. The latter index item is the identifier for the dimen-
sion, hence multiple unique dimensions can be specified for each
structure code. The length of each dimension is assigned to
_item_structure_list.dimension.

2.6.6.1.14. ITEM SUB CATEGORY

The ITEM_SUB_CATEGORY category is used to assign subcate-
gory membership for data items. A data item may belong to any
number of subcategories. Each subcategory must be defined in a
category named SUB_CATEGORY.

2.6.6.1.15. ITEM TYPE

The ITEM_TYPE category holds a code that identifies the data
type of each data item. The data item _item_type.code is a
child of the item _item_type_list.code. Data-type definitions are
actually made in the ITEM_TYPE_LIST parent category. The item
_item_type.code provides an indirect reference into the list of
data-type definitions in category ITEM_TYPE_LIST. This indirect
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reference is provided as a convenience to avoid the redeclaration
of the full data-type specification for each data item. The key item
for this category is _item_type.name, which is defined in the par-
ent category ITEM. Only one data type may be specified for a data
item.

2.6.6.1.16. ITEM TYPE CONDITIONS

The category ITEM_TYPE_CONDITIONS defines special condi-
tions applied to a data-item type. This category has been included
in order to comply with previous applications of STAR and CIF.
Since the constructions that are embodied in this category are anti-
thetical to the data model that underlies DDL2, it is recommended
that this category only be used for the purpose of parsing existing
data files and dictionaries.

2.6.6.1.17. ITEM TYPE LIST

The ITEM_TYPE_LIST category holds the list of item data-
type definitions. The key item in this category is _item_type_

list.code. Data types are associated with data items by refer-
ences to this key from the ITEM_TYPE category. One of the data-
type codes defined in this category must be assigned to each data
item.

The definition of a data type consists of the specification of
the item’s primitive type and a regular expression that defines
the pattern that must be matched by any occurrence of the item.
The primitive type code, _item_type_list.primitive_code, can
assume values of char, uchar, numb and null. This code
is provided for backward compatibility with STAR and CIF
applications that employ loose data typing. The data item
_item_type_list.construct holds the regular expression that
must be matched by the data type. Simple regular expressions can
be used to define character fields of restricted width, floating-point
and integer formats.

Molecular Information File (MIF) applications (Allen et al.,
1995) have extended the notion of the regular expression to include
data-item components. This permits the construction of complex
data items from one or more component data items using reg-
ular expression algebra. These extended regular expressions are
defined in the category ITEM_TYPE_CONDITIONS.

Example 2.6.6.1 illustrates the data types that are defined within
this DDL. The DDL uses a number of character data types which
have subtly different definitions. For instance, the data type iden-
tified as code defines a single-word character string; char extends
the code type with the addition of a white-space character; and
text extends the char type with the addition of a newline charac-
ter. Two special character data types name and idname are used to
define the full STAR data name and the STAR name components,
respectively. The data type any is used to match any potential data
type. This type is used for data items that may hold a variety of
data types. The data type int is defined as one or more decimal
digits and the yyyy-mm-dd type defines a date string.

2.6.6.1.18. ITEM UNITS

The ITEM_UNITS category holds a code that identifies the sys-
tem of units in which a data item is expressed. The data item
_item_units.code is a child of the item _item_units_list.code.
Unit definitions are actually made in the ITEM_UNITS_LIST par-
ent category. The item _item_units.code provides an indi-
rect reference into the list of data-type definitions in category
ITEM_UNITS_LIST. This indirect reference is provided as a con-
venience to avoid the redeclaration of the full data-type spec-
ification for each data item. The key item for this category is

Example 2.6.6.1. The description of permitted data types in the
DDL2 dictionary.

# DATA TYPE CONVERSION TABLE
# --------------------------
#

loop_
_item_type_list.code
_item_type_list.primitive_code
_item_type_list.detail
_item_type_list.construct

code char ’A single word’ ’[ˆ\t\n "]*’
char char ’A single line of text’ ’[ˆ\n]*’
text char ’Text which may span lines’ ’.*’
int numb ’Unsigned integer data’ ’[0-9]+’
name uchar ’A data item name’

’_[_A-Za-z0-9]+[.][][_A-Za-z0-9%/-]+’

idname uchar
’A data item name component or identifier’

’[_A-Za-z0-9]+’
any char ’Any data type’ ’.*’
yyyy-mm-dd

char ’A date format’
’[0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9]-[0-9]?[0-9]-[0-9][0-9]’

_item_units.name, which is defined in the parent category ITEM.
Only one type of unit may be specified for a data item.

2.6.6.1.19. ITEM UNITS CONVERSION

The ITEM_UNITS_CONVERSION category holds a table of
conversion factors between the systems of units described
in the ITEM_UNITS_LIST category. The systems of units are
identified by a *.from_code and a *.to_code, which are
both children of the item _item_units_list.code. The con-
version is defined in terms of an arithmetic operator and
a conversion factor, _item_units_conversion.operator and
_item_units_conversion.factor, respectively.

2.6.6.1.20. ITEM UNITS LIST

The ITEM_UNITS_LIST category holds the descriptions of sys-
tems of physical units. The key item in this category is
_item_units_list.code. Units are assigned to data items by ref-
erences to this key from the ITEM_UNITS category.

2.6.6.2. DDL2 definitions describing categories

In this section, the DDL definitions that describe the proper-
ties of categories, category groups and subcategories are presented.
Fig. 2.6.4.2 illustrates the organization of these categories.

2.6.6.2.1. CATEGORY

The category named CATEGORY contains the data items that
describe the properties of collections of related data items.
A DDL category is essentially a table. In this category the
characteristics of the table as a whole are defined. This cate-
gory includes the data items _category.id to identify a cat-
egory name; _category.description to describe a category;
_category.mandatory_code to indicate whether the category
must appear in a data block; and _category.implicit_key, which
can be used to merge like categories between data blocks. The cat-
egory identifier _category.id is a component of the key in most
of the DDL categories in this section. The parent definition of the
category identifier and all its child relationships are defined in this
category.
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